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qs:APTER I 
THE PROBLEM .AND THE STUDY PROCEDURE 
Public Relations Significance. The growing recognition that health 
is not only an individual problem$ but of ~reat concern to the entire com-
munity is a major change in the attitude of people in America. The center 
of gra~ty of public opinion is swinging toward community responsibility in 
taking leadership to help sol~ some health problems because good health is 
an obligation of citizenship. 
A health education program of a community is based on the philosophy 
that it is to increase the long a vi ty of its people and to develop better 
citizens. Public relations principles and teChniques are essential to the 
eff'ecti"Ve development of an informed public opinion6 to the promotion of 
sound health practices in a community and in overcoming public inertia and 
psychological resentment to the negative suggestion of ill health. 
Medical science has ad'VS.nced so rapidly that even physicians find 
difficulty in keeping pace with the ad~nces in all sectors. Populariza-
tions of the advances haV9 tended to much of the sensational rather than 
the educational; the reporting has been extremely uneven in its coverage 
of the field. Hence. the lay acceptance of new medical information is at 
best partial. and1 oftentimes1inadequate and unsound. A large part of the 
population has not kept pace with the progress of scientific medicine and 
a'VS.ilabla health information. There is usually a serious lag between 
scientific advance and popular appreciation. One aim of a public relations 
2 
health program is to bridge the_gap between this knowledge and its practical 
~ application to daily life. 
A significant public relations prpgram must point up the fact that 
the quality of medical care is an index of a community. Today,. in America, 
health occupies a high place among accepted social values. The physical 
and mental health is one of the nation's greatest assets. It behooves each 
·' 
community, therefore,. to consider 'What plan Will most effectively promote 
the better health of its citizens, and in what way public relations 
techniques can best help to meet this challenge. 
Since any preventative disease program is accepted as a community-
centered activity, it is ob~ious that there are m~ points of common 
interest between the field of community relations and that of public health. 
As such, this study and evaluation of the pilot heart disease screening 
program in Newton, Massachusetts, aims to develop a. basic pattern of com-
munity relations procedures which may be applicable to future heart 
screening programs in other communities. 
Good communications, essentially, is the establishment in the ndnds 
of the public one wishes to reach an acceptance of the idea which one 
wishes to convey. This is a subtle and complex process, involving many 
different approaches and techniques. As an operating philosophy and as a 
practical ideology, it can implement the aims of a public health program 
by developing a deep, internally significant set of guide posts. 
~Study~ be developed~ Problems~:£! solved. This thesis 
analyzes the public relations problem areas in the heart screening program 
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of Newton~ Massachusetts~ a pilot study Which is a joint development of the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Health and the United States Public 
Health Serv.i.oe. It is the purpose of .this study to evaluate the community 
. 
relations Which ~re developed, to point up the weaknesses of the public 
relations techniques therein~ to isolate and define the factors which lead 
to effective civic activ.i.t.f and participation~ to suggest and develop a 
practicable public relations program of adequate scope and depth. 
Study Procedure. Sources to be explored: 
1. Interv.iewB in depth with all leading personnel of the Newton heart 
screening program to establish a definitive histo~ of the exeout~n of the 
program. 
2. Investigation of statistical reports, monographs and related studies 
published by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health and by the · 
United States Public Health Service. 
3. Stu~ of literature d~scribing other types of screeni~ programs~ 
i.e., cancer, tuberculosis, diabetes and multiple-screening projects. 
4. Investigation of texts pertaining to public health education (at 
a pri 'V& te library at the Harvard Graduate School of Public Real th). 
s. Study of texts on community relations. 
6. Study of ~ase. histories of the public relations aspects of succesful 
publim service programs. 
7. Investigation of monographs pertaining to Agricultural Health 
Associations. These are published by the united States Department of 
Agriculture, Bureau of .Agricultural Economics. 
4. 
8. Personal inter'Views with village ab.airmen~ key workers and a 
~: representative cross-section of house-to-house canvassers. 
• 
9. Interview-survey of local doctors (general praticioners) 
a. Attitudes and opinions of doctors cannot be found in print. 
Objectives are to get some indication of acceptance of heart 
screening~ to obtain information which might suggest possible 
procedures to improve or Change screening techniques and to 
test a major proposed change in the screening administration. 
b. Survey- methodology• 
1. llandom sample of local doctorst 
Ten Who had no patients referred from soreeni~ program 
Ten who had a medium number of referrals 
Ten who had a large number of referrals 
2. Telephone appointments followed by personal inter'Vi.ew. 
3. This was a non-structured. open-end type of intern ew 
which started with the broad and general to a specific 
("inverted pyramid*') ques-tiionaire. No writing done during 
inter'View. 
4. This interview was !'pre-tested in several preliminary 
interviews with doctors who did net fall into the random 
sample ·area. 
Methods Used. 1. ·Interviews: 
a. With doctors 
b. With administrative personnel 
c. With -volunteer workers 
2. Library research 
3. Statistical tabulation and analysis 
· 4. Creati-ve approach to the design of an adequate public 
relations prog~. 
5. 
CHAPTER U 
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND OF TEE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
ACTIVITY IN HEART DISEASE PROBLEM 
During the closing days of the. seo.ond session of the 80th Congress, 
a noteworthy piece of legislation affecting the public health of this 
country: 'Was enacted. Kxlown as Public Law 655, the provision established a. 
National Heart Institute with~n the Uni1fe\h.St8.tes Public Health Service. 
The National Heart Act (as it is called now) enabl~d thenPublic Health 
I Service to launch a full-scale attack on "the Nation's Number 1 destroyer 1 
of li~e ---- oardio~scular disease". The passage of the Aot marked a 
recognition on the part o~ the members of the national legislature that the 
general public was becoming increasingly concerned o~r the incidence and 
mortality rates of heart disease in this oountr,y. 
That the problem of heart disease is of serious enough proportions 
~ 
to warra.nt the undertaking of special measures for its control is evident. 
from the following statistics: 
Diseases of the heart ha~ accounted for more than one of every three 
deaths in the United States during the last decade. They are the principal 
cause of death and a major cause of disability today. In 1946, 5888 000 
persons died from heart disease. In addition, about one in evar.y sixteen 
1. Public Health Reports. P• 1059 Vol. 63, No. 33 August 138 1948 
persons, or about nine million people are estimated to be disabled in 
1. 
vary-ing degrees by diseases of the heart. 
In &narp contrast to the staggering amount of death, suffering and 
disability for which this disease is responsible are ~e meager facilities 
and funds which have been avaUable to combat it. Until this Aot was 
passed,· research on heart disease was limited and fragmentary; it suffered 
from. a shortage of funds and a paucity of special laboratory and clinical 
facilities. In addition, there were not many medical and other scientific 
researchers devoting attention to this field. Application of the medical 
knowledge about the. ~isease was even less widespread than research on it. 
Heart disease prevention and control programs on a community-wide basis 
were virtuall,y nonexistent. 
With the passage of Public Law 655, it was possible for the 
Service to take nationalleaaership in organizing heart disease research 
and control programs on a scale commensurate with the gra-vity of the 
problem. 
1. Ibid, P• 1060 
\ 
OH.APTER! III 
- I 
i 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE N.EWTfN HEART DEMONSTRATION PROGRAU 
l 
i 1. 
Extansive statistical studies py reliable agencies reveal that 
I heart disease is the leading cause of Ieath in the United States. A noted. 
cardiologist states that heart disease! is 11the chief public health problem 
2 ' 
of our daytt • With our. steadily. aging population~ early disoo-very and 
~raatmeut becomes increasingly import~. Certainly, one of the cheapest 
and surest.for.ms of health insurance ls a periodic physical examination, 
with the implication, of course, that IallY serious or threatening condition 
is attended to. Particularly impo~nt is the discovery of heart disease 
in its incipient stage. 
I Up to ten years ago, most phy1icians were somewhat pessimistic 
about the possible control of heart disease. Since then, enor.mous ad-
1 
. . I 
v.anoes have been made in the researoh[field. Control possibilities ~ioh 
require public health effort ha~ beet summari~ed in the proceedings of the 
National Conference on Cardiova.soula.r[Diseases. Intensive research has 
been encouraged by a law Which was pa~sed by Congress to develop research, 
I 4 
training and control procedures aimed[ at heart disease. 
i 
I 
1. Louis I .. Dublin, ~e Facts ot Life Mac:M:.Illlan 1951 
2. Paul D. White, Heart Disease! 3rd Edition p.249; MacMillan 1949 
' I
3. Proceedings, First National Ponf•rence on Cardiovascular Diseases • 
.American Heart Asso. in coopi' ration with i:he National Heart Insti= 
tute, Public Health Ser~oe, 1950 Washington D.C. 
. I 
4. Public Law 655, 80th Co:ngresjs (Chapter 481, 2nd Session) 
I 
! . 
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Recognizing the urgent need for a preventative and therapeutic 
heart program, the United States Public Health Service enlisted the . 
assistance of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health toward the 
establishment of a pilot community program to apply public health methods 
WhiCh might help to prevent and reduce the incidence of cardiac disease. 
Criteria~ selection 2.£.. site.. A great effort was made by the 
United States Public Health Service to find the most favorable environment 
in which the study of heart disease control could be made. On the basis of 
the excellent public health, medical and educational resources, Massachu-
setts was selected as the site for the first demonstration. For six months 
a team .ade up of a medical officer and a public health nurse (both from 
the Division of States Rela~ons) was assigned to the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health to work out the details of 'the study with 
members of the local health department·~ 'When this group realized that the 
suppprt of the medical profession was important to the eventual success of 
the program, an «in principlen endorsement of the MassaChusetts Medical 
1 
Society was obtainede Following this, a techincal advisory co:mmittee of 
prominent cardiologists was appointed. Then, several communities were 
surveyed to find the one most sui ted to the needs of the demon~tration. 
The city 'Of Newton, Massachusetts WS.£1 chos~n as the community in 
2 
which to develop a pilot cardiovascular health program1 because it was 
found to have the best tacilities for being·host to the proposed program. 
1 .. Massachusetts Medical Society; Endorsement in Principle, New 
England Journal of Medicine, 239~ 130-131, 144, July 226 1948 
2. A Report of the Selection of the Site for the Development of a · 
Cardiovascular HYgiene Demonstration Program. A Joint Study of the 
MassaChusetts Department of Public Healtli and the United States 
Public Health Service. 
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The following criteria were used in selecting the site for the 
e development of this program: 
1. Must have excellent health department which will be the center for 
the development of the project~ 
2. Size of City. The city should be over 50,000 and not over 200,000 
in population. The community should not be so large 'that the personnel o£ 
the pilot study cannot beoo.me familiar with all the agencies and physicians. 
3. Financially Able Comml.Ulity. Sinoe this study is concerned with the 
development of all possible ways to care for oardiacs, a population generall 
able to buy good medical care and a city with adequate municipal services is 
desirable. 
4. Population with High Level of Education. 
5. Accurate Morbidity and Mortalit.Y Statistics. 
s. Health Officer Ha~ng an M.D., a M.P.H. and Public Health Experience 
7. Well=rounded and Efficient Health Department. 
a. A Generalized Public Health Nursing Program. 
9. A Bedside Nursing Program. 
10. Community Health Organization and Health Educator. 
11. Nutritionist. 
12. Medical Specialists, Internists and Cardiologists. 
13. A Good General Hospital. This must have an occupational therapy 
department. 
14. Cardiac Clinic. The American Heart Association recommends cardiac 
clinics tor each commnnity in order to establish a level of good cardio-
11 
'VS.soula.r care. Also8 it will serve to teach physicians. 
15. ·quarters in the Health Department. Coordination is assured ~en 
the group can work close to the director. 
16 .• Social Service. Social workers should be a-vailable to participate 
1 
in interview and .follow-up ser'Vice. 
Newton~ with'its population o.f 79,510 (July 1, 1946 estimate) is 
divided into the twelve communities o.f Auburndale, Chestnut Hill, Newton 
upper Falls, Newton Lower Falls~ Newton Corner~ Newton Center, Newton 
Bighlands, Newton'Ville, West Newton, Waban, Nonantum and Oak Hill. 
In the .follawing aspects, Newton met the aforementioned criterias 
1. Twenty percent are high school graduates; fifteen percent engage 
in professional work; ten percent are operatives; nine percent are 65 years 
2 
old and o-ver. In 1944, the heart disease death rate was 379 per 100,000. 
2. ioonomios. The valuation per capita was $2399.00 in 1940. Newton 
spends $118.00 peroapita for municipal activ.ities. T.he average monthly 
rent was $67.25 per dwelling. Two-tenths percent were ·on relief; only one 
. 3 
and three-tenths percent of the dwellings house 1.51 or more per room. 
3. Local Health Officer. Dr. Ernest M. Morris, a-;M.P.H. from Harvard 
Medical School, has 24 years o.f health officer experience. He is national! 
emminent in the field of public health. 
l.Annual Eeport on Selection of the Site for the Development of a 
Cardiovascular Hygiene Demonstration Program, pp 2,3,4. 
2.Annua.l Report of the Vital Statistics of Massachusetts .for the year 
ending December 31, 1946. Prepared b,y Frederic W. Cook. Edited by 
Arthur J. Hassett. Published by Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
3. other statistical information obtained from New England Statistical 
Abstract. 3rd Edition. 
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4. Public Health Nursing. Newton employs eight public Health nurses, 
-- one supervisor and thirteen district Xlurses. There is one public health 
nurse for each 3114 persons. 87% of these nurses are high school graduates 
with an average of thirteen years of public health experience.· 
5. Other Public Health Activities. In spite of the fact that there 
is no health educator in the department, .Dr. Ernest Morris carries on a 
large number of health education activities. 
s. Medical. There is the official medical society Which represents 
the state society in the area, i.e. the Middlesex South Medical Society. 
Also, there is· the Newton Medioa.l Club which represents more of the local 
doctor$. There are 704 people per each Newton pP!sician. 
7. Hospitals. The Newton-Wellesle,y Hospital has 230 beds. There are 
ninty-one nursing home beds in the oi~. 
8. Social Service and other Community Resources# 
a. Good welfare department. 
b. Local Tuberculosis Association. 
1 
c. Vocational rehabilitation Department. 
d. Part of the Greater Boston Council of Social Agnecies. 
e• Hospital has energetic medical social service· department. 
2 
f. Health Council in the schools. 
1. Boston University, College of Business Administration, Bureau 
of Research 1942. Compiles by Ralph Wells and John s. Perkins 
2. This information was gathered from literature published by the 
Community Council, Newton-lrellesli!iHospital, the Assessment Office 
and other bureaus at the Newton Ci Hall. In addition, much infor-
mation -was obtained by interviews th pwrrsonDel in the 'VS.rious 
de~artments of the civic, social and educational age13oies in the 
city. 
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From a community relations point of' 'View, these criteria poit~t to 
e a situation 'Which should be most responsi 'Ve• Neviton, having such well 
de~loped health and welfare resources and a high le'Vel of education, makes 
a seasitive testing ground. Presumably, the more literate people are, the 
more responsive they will be to new ideas and programs pertaining to health 
measures. An able sociologist, Charles P. Loomis, made an observation on 
this fact when he wrote, "The greatest need for medical treatment and the 
l 
greatest resistance to it is to be expected from the lower olassesn. 
Newton Today. Newton had its beginning as part of a great Puritan 
migration between 1630 and 1640. The date of the founding of Newton was 
1630. It was incorporated as a tOWXl in 1688, and as a city in 1873. 
Until 16881 Newton was part of Cambridge, kno'Wll as C8.Jnbridge 
Village. By petition in 1691, it was called Newtowne and in 1766 the 
name was chaxrged to Newton. Today it is a city 'Which is unique in many 
respects. It has been variously described as a garden city, a nbedroom to 
Boston" and a 6oalesoenoe of communities. The city is f'a.mous for beautiful, 
professionally and tastefully landscaped residences, each having a distinct 
characteristic of' its own. 
Physically. it is located in Middlesex County, eight miles west of 
the State House in Boston. It is built on seven hills and is made up of 
1. Charles P. Loomis, .American Sociological Re'View, April 1941. Vol.lO, 
No. 1, p.l50. A Cooperative Health Association in Spanish Speaking 
Villages. 
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fifteen villages, which blend so gradually into one another that it is 
almost impossible to detect where one ends and the other begins. The cit.y 
is almost completely surrounded by the ·Charles River and has several small 
lakes. 
Newton is nationally known for its excellent public shhool system. 
It is the home of fine pri~te schools, i.e. Boston College, Mt.Ida Junior 
College, Andover-Newton ~eological SChool, Lasell Junior College and 
The Fessenden School. 
World famous figures liwd here in the past. .Among them were, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Horace Mann, :Mary- Baker Eddy, 
Roger Sherman. 
The population has increased steadily; in 1880 it was 16,995; 
in 1950, the number increased to 81,736. During the past years Newton has 
gained more in population than any other city of over 50,0~0 population in 
Massachusetts. 
It is 'the people of Newton who make it a somewhat unique city. 
In spite of nearing the 1008 000 mark in population, there is great effort 
to a 'VOid the perils of becoming a "gig cityu. There is an intelligent and 
vocal citizenry which expects and demands a high caliber of civic services. 
The extent of community interes-t. is ob'Vious when one considers tha1i the 
Newtqn Communi~ Council has represen1ia1iives from almost eighty local, 
civic, health and welfare agencies. The citizens 'tiake responsibility to 
perpetuate the type of city }lowrnment it wants .. 
15 
l 
This government today is comprised of 22 departments and 20 boards. 
Significant data: 
Founded 1630; Incorporated a town 1688; a city 1873 
Population; 81,994 Federal Census 
Births; 1,382, Deaths; 674 
Number. of voters; 43,381; number of pol~s; men 24,939, women 1,169 
Real Estate property owners; 161 895; -22,194 homes are 70% owner-ocoupiEi 
School mambership; public 12,051; parochial 2,365; pri~te 1,169 
Total area of city; about 18 square miles; land 11,100 acres; 
'WS.ter 300 acres 
2 
Parks 100 acres; playgrounds 370 acres; :Metropolitan Park 209 acres 
Development of a staff In May 1948 the medical officer, the public 
health nurse and a secretar.y were reassigned from the MassaChusetts "Depart= 
ment of Public Health to the Newton Health Department. Additional staff 
members were added as the need for special skills was recognized. Among 
the new personnel were a statistictan, a health educator, a nutritionist, 
a teohnici~ and two additioaal medical officers. 
Even though all these members had specialized professional training 
and a knowledge ~f public health administration, it was felt that a working 
concept of the clinical possibilities of heart disease control was needed. 
Therefore, two courses, consisting o£. twenty hours of class room 'WOrk, were 
3 
given to teach the public health aspects of heart disease. Each staff mem-
1. Information and statistics obtained from the Newton MUnicipal Researc~ 
Library 
2. Ibid 
3.Course in the Public Health As§ects of Heart Disease July 20, 1948 to 
September 26, 1948; Februar,r 2 , 1949 to April 18, !949 
16 
ber attended one or both of these courses. Also public health workers on 
the state and local levels were enrolled. 
:!!'!:!. objecti-ves 2!, the heart demonstration program. The objectives 
of the Newton Heart Demonstration Program are: 
1. To help a community develop practical solutions for ita public 
health problems of heart disease through an acceptance of responsibility 
for the problem and through the selection and application of practical 
methods to solve the problems. 
2. To demonstrate the program to those interested agencies and 
indi~duals ~th public health responsibility in problems of heart disease. 
The United States Publio Health Service aimed to show how a 
community could solve its problems of heart disease, not haw the Service 
could solve these problems. Fortunatel7, the communities have retained a 
wholesome local responsibilit.y for medical service in this country. 
In order to carr.y out these objecti~s of helping the community 
~th its eardiac problems, the medical profession, the allied health 
aganoies and the community council were approaChed. T.hese groups gladly 
accepted responsibilit.y for participation in the study. Relations and 
aoti'Vities with these groups will be described in the three following 
brief chapters. 
Medical profession. The looal physician holds a ke.y place in the 
heart disease problem because proper.medical care calls for the control of 
the kind and amount of the patient's activity. as well as for the diagnosis 
17 
and treatment • Most illdi viduals with heart disease recognize this and 
expect tne physician to supervise a~ services which are intended to control 
their illness. 
Public health control measures require physician participation. Any 
such serv.loe must be given under the super'Vision of the local doctors 'Who 
would request the service before his patient will receive it. This method 
would assure the uninterrupted oontinui ty of his medical super'Vision of the 
patient. 
It was believed that physician participation could be secured most 
effectively if they were included in all the early plans of creati~ the 
. program. Therefore, the unit c~e to Newton, not with a definite program, 
but with only the objeoti ws of finding how a public health program could 
be de~loped with the help of the community. 
Since the planniDg of the medical profession should be well in 
advance of public participation, the first step was to request the·help of 
the Newton Medical Club. The president of the clUb assigned the program 
development to the Committee on Public Health. After making a study, this 
oo:rmnittee recommended development of the program with the health department 
1 
in a twelve-point plan endorsed by the Newton Medical Club. 
The Newton-WellesleyHospital created an advisor.y committee, since 
----
the hospital staff represents Newton doctors more fully than the Medical 
Olubi two-thirds of ~ose members practice in Boston. ~e medical staff of 
1. Twelve-point Endorsement of Newton Medical Club, October 11, 1948 
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the hospital appointed the Cardiac Program Committee composed of six members 
whose function was to select important cardiac problems and control goals 
for sol 'Ving these problems. Also this group was to give medical guidance in 
the development of ihe heart program. Shortly after this committee organ-
ized, six sub-committees were appointed in order·to develop most effectively 
the various aspects of disease control. 
Thus, an early search for a program was started b,y the aforementionec 
groups of local doctors. Th~ considered many possible control measures •. 
Finally, they decided on; 
1. Voluntar,r reporting of pri~te oases. 
2. A pilot study of nutritional guidance for oardiacs. 
3. Rehabilitation of the cardiac.· 
4. mteumatic fe-ver prophylaxis. 
5. Screening for heart disease. 
Allied health agencies. After the Public Health Committee of the 
Newton Medical Club had studied and approved of a heart program, local 
agencies offering services to oardiaos were asked to accept responsibility 
in selecting and applyillg those me~ods "Which would oarty out c ontrol goals 
set up b,y the Cardiac Program Committee. In Newton, as in many other 
communi ties, cardiaos. re.oei ve ma:r::ry types of serv.toes. For example; the 
District Nursing Association offers a high quality of home nursing careJ 
~e Nutrition Center gives special cardiac diets to those Who need it; the 
~ State Department of Vocational Rehabilitation has a program of ret~ain~ 
Newton cases of heart disease for less arduous work. The Department of 
19 
Public Welfare has been aidillg many oa.rdiaos wi:th social and economic 
problems. These include only rome of the major agencies that ha'Ve been 
providing assistance to heart patientse Other agencies which were approached 
for acceptance ot responsibility in the program included the Newton Chapter 
of the American Red Cross, Newton Tuberculosis and Health Association, 
Y.M.c.A. and the Department of Public Welfare. In order tor the program .to 
be successful, continued and expanded services of these groups would be 
necessary. 
:Newton Communi tj Council The Newton Community Council~ a central 
planning agency in the fields ot health, welfare and reoreatio~, consists of 
representati"Ves of seventy-seven local agencies and public and priv.a~e organ-
izationse Attar the Newton physicians had worked on the medical aspects of 
the heart program tor a bout eighteen months, they felt the need for parti-
cipation by the public. The Council was the logical link between the medical 
profession and the lay public because the Council is dedicated to the 
philosophy of makillg the health and welfare services of Newton increasingly 
·ettecti 'Vee At the annual meeting in the sprillg ot 1950, a "VOte .was taken by 
the Governillg Board of the Council n to adopt the community heart program and 
to establish a steering committee to ·find ways of making the screening test 
. l 
available to e-veryone in Newtontt. This committee created the plan for 
organizing the various villages of Newton for heart screening. 
1. Newton CODmlUllity Council, Team Work, p. 3 1949-1950. Newton Trade 
School Press. 
Appendix A - See page 2 of the Thirteenth Annual Report of the Newton 
Community Council for the year ending April 27, 1950 
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Cooperation with ~Massachusetts Department of Public Health. 
This is one of the sponsoring agencies of the program. ~e Division of 
Cancer and other Chronic Diseases of the Department were appointed b.y the 
Commissioner to represent him in the development of the Newton program. 
The de-:velopment of the Massachusetts Cancer Program (-the first in this 
countr.y) helped considerably in program pla.Xllling concepts for the Newton 
study .. 
Cooperation with the Massachusetts Heart Association. The Ma.ssa.ohu 
setts Heart Association has been of great help to the Newton program. This 
association endorsed the proposed s~ in the early days when a. pilot 
study was being considered for :Massachusetts. This appro"inll was of oonsid-
arable help in obtaining early support from the :Massachusetts Medical 
Society. There has been a continual exchange of ideas with this group. Th 
Associ& tion assisted in the instruction of the courses given in the public 
.. 
health aspects of heart disease.· Also, manf of their own sta£f members 
enrolled for study in these courses. The association has been very 
generous with reprints; many hundreds of pamphlets have been given to the 
*' Newton program for redistribution. 
Problem 2£. ~ finding The first problem 'Which faced the Heart 
Demonstration Program was the heart disease oases that were not seen by a 
doctor until they were adv-anced. The onset of heart trouble is usually 
* Appendix B - A sample of a pamp1ilet -which the Massachusetts 
Heart Association donated to the Newton Heart Disease testing 
Program · 
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not marked by symptoms severe enough to cause the individual to see his· 
•1 
dootor1 so maDy oases are not seen and diagnosed in the early stages. It 
is estimated that two to eight percent of the population of the United 
2 
States are known to have cardiovascular disease. The National Oonterenoe 
on Cardiovasouls. r Diseases states that nine• million persons ( 6%) ha~e 
3 
heart disease (in the u.s.A.). In the Newton area ~th its high level of 
medical oare8 preliminar,r screening revealed that over three percent of 
persons o-ver ei·ghteen years of age had pre'Vi.ously unknown heart disease. 
In view of this, any approach to 1be control of heart disease 
\ 
must oonsider the problem of how to get persons with unsuspected trouble 
to their physicians for diagnosis, supervision and advice. Stated simply, 
the community objeoti"Ve for solving the problem is to find the unsuspected 
oases of heart dise.ase for referral to the pri-vate physician. 
Screen~~ ~ detecting heart disease oases 1B indust~. .After 
·-·~-=~. 
thorough consideration, the heart group decided to tr,r rapid screening 
examinations for detectin(!) heart disease in the community. It was felt 
1. Opinion by Dr. Ma.r,r Alice Smith, United States Public Real th 
physician, attached to the Newton Heart Dsmonstration Program. 
2. Oollins, s. D. Public Health Report 64; 1439-1492, November 181 
1949 Illness from Heart and other Cardiovascular-Renal Diseases 
3. Report by the National Oonferenoe on Cardiovascular Diseases. 
American Heart Association Publication, April 1950 
• 
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that screening would find the largest number of undiscovered eases for a 
minimum of physician time and facilities. ~e purpose of screening was to 
detect abnorma.litiesa not to make a diagnosis. The basic history and 
examination of the heart were uncomplicated. Each person screened filled 
out a self-questionaire cardiac history. had a blood pressure reading 
(by a public health nurse) and auscultation of the heart (listening to 
. 1 
heart beat with a stethoscope). 
It was important to test the screening procedure before applying it 
to the entire community. The success of the method vrould be reflected in th 
number of pre"dously unknow.n oases of heart disease that were found; the 
acceptabilit.y of the procedure to the physicians and the public and in a 
re~sonable cost for the procedure. 
Four groups ~otalling 2,821 persons were invited to be screened. 
They were to be over eighteen years old and not under medical care. These 
groups were employees of the City Hall, Rose Derry Manufacturing Company, 
the SChool Department and Raytheon Corporation. 
Examining booths were set up within the premises of -the group 
being screened for their convenience. Positive findings were mailed to 
the individual's private physician. If he agreed that the findings were 
suspicious, the patient was informed by mail to see his doctor for further 
study. The doctor was contacted a month later to obtain his diagnosis as 
a means of checking the screening procedure. 
1. The x-ray and electrocardiograph were not added as a routine 
technique since no good statistical evidence was available to shaw 
that the ~ber of additional oases found by these aids would be 
sufficient to justif.y the added time and expense. 
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This method of referral wa.s developed with a 'View towards minimizing 
the danger of creating oa.rdia.o neuroses. Also it was to obtain the judg-
ment of the doctor as to whether the findings warranted referral of the 
indi 'Vidua.l to him for further study. In some oases the presence of heart 
disease was known to the doctor, but not to the individual. 
In the evaluation of this pilot screening, the administration felt 
taa.t the results were sufficiently favorable to justifY plans for conducting 
a community=wide screen~~ program. In the population of about 80,000 it 
was planned to screen all adults over eighteen years of age -who were not 
under the care of a p~sician for heart disease. Of the approximately 
60,000 adults within this group, it was believed that two .. third.s would 
wlunteer to be screened. Thus8 to make screening a successful public 
health procedure in Newton, it would be necessar,r to screen about 40,000 
persons. 
It should be pointed out, again, that one of the criteria for the 
establishment of a public health program is tha. t solution of the problem. 
requires public participation. Public cooperation is necessary in the 
screening program because there is no other aotivityWhiQh can place the 
oases of previously unknown heart disease in the hands of the physicians. 
If these unknown oases are to be found, screening must be applied on a 
community-wide basis. 
The enlistment of volunteer workers. As previously noted6 the 
Newton Community Oounoil voted to adopt the community heart program and 
establish the Heart Steering Committee which was to be in charge of 
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devising me&.lls of making the screening test available to all citizens over 
eighteen years of age in Newton. 
The chainnan of the Steering Committee was charged with the respon-
sibility of finding the lay leaders 'Who weuld organize each village and 
neighborhood for the screening procedure. She communicated with the execu-
tives of outstanding service~ social6 church and health organizations to 
secure names of interested and ci'Vic-minded indi'Viduals who would be likely 
to accept leadership in the planning. After accumulating many names, the 
chainnan of the Steering Committee invited these prominent ei tizens to 
attend a meeting where the United States Public. Health educator and a Public 
Health doctor discussed the program. Then$ in a democratic fashion, the 
group was allowed to plan its own methods for soliciting the people in that 
area. 
A ohair.man was selected by each village group and the remaining vol-
unteers became nks,r workers"• In most of the villages, two, three and even 
four meetings were required to work out this phase of the organizational 
set-up. These nke.y workersn invited people Whom they thought would be 
interested and able workers to join the ranks as canvassers. They were to 
do the actual house-to-house canvas to invite people to sign up for an 
apPointment to be screened. Another group of volunteers was added to carry 
out the jobs of typing and being clerks and receptionists at the place of 
screening. Another meeting or two (in one .village there were three meetings 
at this stage) were held to explain the program to this enlarged group and 
to brief them on their duties. Here, the chair.man allocated the list of 
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names and streets for which each canvasser would be responsible. In same 
villages the voting lists were used as a guide. 
The Public Health educator arid doctor attended all these meetings, 
but th~ did not actively participate in the planning; their role was that 
of passive observers who an~red questions which the volunteers asked. 
A time schedule was set up which allowed a certain number of appoint-
ments to be made in the afternoon and evening of each screening day. The 
canvassers were given a group of appointments which they were to fill in 
their own area. One key worker was in charge of the master sheet of appoint-
ments. She recorded each one as the canvassers telephoned their filled 
appointments. 
After allowing sufficient time to arrange a maximum. number of appoint-
ments in the village8 the actual screening started. In each village, the · 
screening procedur~ took place in a convenient9 centrally located building, 
i.e. the library8 a church, a recreation hall. 
It must be pointed out that the operational system ~ried from village 
to village. Since this was a pilot program, trial and error brought about 
some changes. For example, in some .villages, voting lists were used as a 
guide to secure lists of people over eighteen years old. In other areas, 
street maps were used as a guide to allocate names and addresses to the 
canvassers. In Newton Corner8 the last village to be screened, one volun-
teer worker.was in charge of puhlicity8 whereas in other areas8 the pub= 
lici ty was routinely handled by the screening administration and the Heart 
Steering Committee's subcommittee of publicity. The Newton Engineering 
---
·• 
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Department helped by multilithing some educational materials which were 
distributed in the first two villages which were screened. 
Screening Procedure. The p~tient came in and was greeted by a re-
ceptionist. He was then asked to fill.out a self-questionnaire whiCh asked 
for information about past medical history. Following this, a Public Health 
nurse recorded the blood pressure, hefght and weight. Immediately after» 
the patient went into a private area, removed his top garment and lay on 
1 
the examining table while the physician listened to the heart wi 'f:h a 
stethescope (auscultation). No discussion about this procedure took place 
between the patient and .the doctor. The patient then dressed and departed. 
After the Publio Health doctor and nurse correlated their findings, 
reports were made out and sent by mail to the patients within a three week 
period. 
These reports did not contain a diagnosis, because screening for 
heart disease is neither a diagnosis nor a complete physical check-up. It 
is a method used to find individuals who should see their own doctors for 
a. thorough heart examination when. there are findings suggestive of heart 
disease. S.inoe it is possible to have heart disease without knowing it, 
the purpose of the screening is to detect the symptoms and signs which, if 
found in the early stages of the disease., can be treated effectively. 
Therefore, the report which was sent. from the Newton Health Depart-
ment to the examinee stated that there was no suspicion of heart disease 
1. T.his equipment was loaned to the screening program by the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital. 
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(to the negative oases) or that there was same indication of heart disease 
(to the positive oases). In the reports to the last group, there was a 
recommendation that the examinee consult his own physician for further 
study at an early date. At the same time, the referring physician was noti-
fied of the positive case so that he would expect a call or visit from the 
patient. This gave the doctor the opportunit.y to decide whether he felt it 
was necessary to give the patient a further examination. 
In same of the positive cases, the doctor knew of the existence of 
some cardiac disorder but did not infor.m the patient in order not to alar.m 
himJ therefore, he did not think it was desirable to see him at this time. 
other physicians wanted to see the positive patients whether or not they 
knew of the existence of any symptoms. In all oases, the important aspect 
was to get the positive oases to consult their own physician in order that 
ddagnosis and treatment be started. It is an accepted fact that doctors 
can treat patients more effectively if oases are found in the early stages. 
~e scr~ening was available to all people over eighteen years of 
_·_ -\. 
age who live "in the area of the particular village which was being host to 
the screening procedure. The only other limitations were on those who al-
ready knew of existing heart disease, those who were under medical care and 
those individuals who had received a thorough physical examination within 
the last six months. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EVALUATION OF THE PUBLIC REL.A!riONS ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM 
STRENGBTS 
Table .2! organization from federal to local lanel. The important 
role of purposeful leadership in the development of the pilot heart screen-
ing program has been outlined in the historical background above. 
Vertical leadership, functioning at nations.~, state and local levels 
established the necessary links between the federal government in Washington 
and the local government agency in Newton. The chain of organizational set-
up from the national to the local level YJas logically framed as seen in 
1 
Appendix c. This chart shows the iine of communications and the dinisio~ 
of authority starting With the Office of the Surgeon General of ihe Federal 
Security Ag~ncy to the Di~sion of. Chronic Disease of the Bureau of State 
Service down to the Newton Health Department. 
Sound public relations judgement was used in preparing such a well 
defined and well integrated table of organization. Coopemation and under-
standing created a twowway communication between all these agencies. 
Program within framework 2!_ pri'V&.te medical practice. Mr. John M. 
Bfif.fner, an authority 'on Public .Administrations 'stated "fmat "11he. growing 
intricacies of society have compelled government to enter into ma~ fields 
of activity because the social benefits of technological developments could 
not be achieved in any other way. This inevitable trend has been amply 
1. Appendix C 
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emonstrated in p~blic health Where the fight against tuberculosis, infant 
~ortalit.y and social diseases could ~ot have been carried on~th a~ degree 
of success other than thro~h the coordination and administration of services 
1 
pffered b.r public health agencie~. 
One of the problems with which the American system of medical 
practice is faced arises from the necessity of conciliating the public 
service character of medicine and the pri~te aspects of personal health. 
The public health service must· operate within the frame work of traditional 
pri~te practice. These two should·not be irreconcilable. 
From. this point of "View, tribute must be paid to the United States 
Public Health Service authorities for the manner in which they planned the 
Newton Heart Screening Program because this program aimed to avoid impinging 
upon pri~te medical practice • 
. Approval ~medical profession obtained. Considerable time and effor 
~s spent in obtaining the Newton Medical Club's approval of the proposed 
experiment. tis society was assured that the proposed program would; 
1. In no 'WB.y illtertere 'With the physicians in their normal practice of 
medicine .. 
2. Not make any diagnosis of the screenees .. 
3. Patients would ha~ free Choice of their own physician or olin~ 
2 
All the local doctors who were surveyed were in substantial agreement 
that these principles had been adhered to .. 
1. John M. Pfiffner, Public Administration, p.3 The Ronald Press Co. 
New York, 1946 
2. Vide supra, pp 68 - 73 
., 
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Several doctors f're.nkly stated during personal inter'Views that they 
were :not in full sympathy' with the program v.ih.e:n it 1VS.s inaugurated because 
they feared itlfri:ngemellb on their pri-vate practices. However, they admitted 
that they oha.nged their attitudes after the screefl:ll~ program was in effect. 
One doctor remarked, ~en screening started, I.did:n1 t think much of the 
idea.; as a matter of' f'act I was afraid of' it because I was certain that it 
would step on the toes of' the pri ovate practitioner. but after seeing it in. 
operation in several villages, I ac~ually think that it can increase one's 
practice. I have several new patients who came as a. result of' this program. 
- - - and ma.ybe more will come." .Another doctor observed· that his practice 
benefited from screening because "it returned to care four patients with 
cardiac disturbances w.hom I had not seen in many years". Three physicians 
said that mile they did :not get aey- new patients from the soreeniXJg8 many 
for.mer ones were stimulated and reminded to co~e in for a general checkup. 
~ doctors mentioned that they had visits from recalcitrant members of 
families whom they had treated. These patients were the kixta who ttdon't 
believe ill doctors' 11 , but after being notified of posi ti w findings by the 
Health Department_. they went ctb the doctor whom the other family members 
used. A physician who had a large number of screenees referred to him 
stated that he was gratified, and frankly. a.ma.zed, to discover that ma.n;r new 
patients came to his of'fioe :tor further examination e-ven though they were 
negative cases. Seven doctors commented on the fact that there were many 
patients who made appointments for examinations after they were. screened. 
thea~ examinees did not wait the three weeks to receive the report because 
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they wanted to be examined by a private physicUn for a complete oheck-up 
and diagnosis. 
From these observations, it is evident that the United States Public 
Health Service not only established confidence in the local medical group as 
far as not infringing on private practice was oonoerned9 but preserved the 
essential personal relationShip between patient and physician. Public 
relations~se, they must be credited with great~sdom and vision. because 
this area of private practice must be considered sacred in the American 
democracy. 
Additional confidence and support of the physicians were established 
when the medical group were assured that the program wa.s to be planned and 
guided by committees formed from their O'Wl1 ranks. The Committee on Public 
Health of the Newton Medical Club and the Cardiac Program Committee of the 
Newton-Wellesley Hospital actively participated in the development and 
' 
practical application of the program. The functions of these committees 
were to furnish technical leadership and share jointly with the Public 
Health personnel and the Health Department in de~sing the prOgram. Each 
step in the development was planned by these physicians who had been assignee 
tot~ project. This co-operative spirit and liaison are essential to a 
gowrnment wnture in a local community. 
In addition to obta.ini~ total physician participation in the pro-
gram. the Public Health Ser'Vioe wanted to encourage ever-increasing impro-ve-
ment in the. qual..ity of medical care for cardiac patients. The care of 
cardiac patients is a long range problem. urt is ·a challenge to the doctor 
• 
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to keep his patient a useful member of the community despite the handicap 
1 
of his desease" • 
Minimum techilique ~ ,!a screening. The heart screening administra-
tion made a good public relations decision when the.y decided to keep the 
screening wry simple in technique. 
A few of the local doctors and se-veral soreenees who were inter-
viewed; said that they thought that the electrocardiograph should be added 
to the procedure. Four doctors stated that they thought it might add to 
the diagnostic informations but seventeen physicians indicated that the 
device does not add enough information to warre:nt the expenditure of meney 
and time which would be necessarily involved. 
The examinees who fa-vored the electrooargiograph indicated that they 
were impressed by the "gadgetn aspect than by any scientific reason. None of 
these people really knew 'Whether the device would add any medical itlf'ormatioll 
Studies on the use of' theelectrocardiograph re11eal a conflict in 
2 
medical opinion about the ef'f'icac.y of this technique. No good statistical 
e-vidence is a:vailable to show that iihe number of additional cases found by 
this aid would be sufficient to justif.y its use in a mass screening. 
Si:nce this divergence of opinion exists8 it was wise to e-liminate 
the electro~ardiograph, lest a group of local doctors be antagonistic to 
'this procedure and withdraw their support. The basic medical routine of 
1. Xattwinkel, Getting., Morris 11 Zukel, A Community Heart Program, 
New England Journal of Medicine 245;595 (Oct. 18) 1951 p.2 
2. T .. R.Dauberm, M.B.Kannel, DeLove, Strieper, P.B.; The Electrocardio-
!?ram in Heart Disease.pp559-562; Circulation, April, 1952 
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hi,~~ry$ stethescope, )!eight and weight and blood pressure recording n-.y 
1 
be expected to discowr 90% of persons with heart disease". 
Using this minimum technique allowed for a rapid and inexpensive 
procedure. Both these factors are important in all:y' public health program, 
but are o£ special importance in a pilot study which has to prove itself to 
a comnunity.. The additional time needed to use this de'Vioe would cut down 
on the Dumbers of patients who could be handled daily, might create a 
wai~ing period for appointments and in general could deter people from comi~ 
to the screening •. In its present set-up, the screening takes approximately 
ten minutes. A team o£ two physicians, two nurses and three ~lunteers 
can screen 120 people in a five hour day. 
Physician education .. Knowledge of heart disease is advancing so 
rapidly that it is difficult for physicians, ewn with the best of intentions 
to keep abreast of all the new developments. The doctors need to be inform$0 
o£ all the new clinical possibilities of heart disease control, since the 
standard of medical care given to the patient is determined by the le'Vel of 
medical knowledge o£ the pri~te physician. Therefore, it was considered 
important to sponsor physician education in modern concepts of etiology 
(cause of disease), .diagnosis, treatment and prevention of heart disease. 
The United States Public Health Ser'Vice was using an excellent 
public relations technique when it made p~sician education one of the 
earliest objectives of the program. A subcommittee on Physician Education 
1. Lewis c. Robbins, Evaluation o£ the Newton Heart Demonstration 
Program p.28 August 28$ 1951 
l 
I 
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of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital was formed to help achieve this goal. The 
committee sponsored a series of monthly discussion meetings. Guest speakers 
were authorities 'Who were prominent in the field of .Cardiology; usually, 
they were from Boston Universi~ Medical School, Harvard and Tutts Medical 
SChools. This educational series became known as the Newton Postgraduate 
Heart Institute. The meetings started in April, 1949 and were held in the 
Newtonville libra~. 
A questionnaire was mailed to the local doctors aski:cg theJil what 
1 
subjects on heart disease they would prefer to learn about. The majority 
indicated a preference £or talks on the three major forms of heart disease 
(rheumatic, hypertensi-ge and coronary) with an emphasis on the details of 
nanagement o£ cardiac patients seen in daily practice. 
These lectures were taken down on a wire recorder and were 
summarized by a heart program medical officer. These mimeographed 
summaries of each session were sent. to e~ry Newton doctor in order to gi~ 
2 
him a permanent reference, 'Which contained valuable up-to-date information 
on the newest research results of diagnosis. treatment and prevention of 
heart disease. 
The attendance at these monthly meetings was deemed excellent by 
the local medical group. uo£ the 138 practicing physicians on the mailing 
1. Questionnaire; Topic for Refresher Course in Heart Disease, 
Sponsored by the Cardiac Program Committee, January 14• 1949 
2. Summaries of lectures given at the Newton Postgraduate Heart 
Institute. 
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list, eighty-one attended at least one of the lectures. Of those who did 
not attend any lectures, twenty-six indicated a desire to continue re-
1 
cei~~ summa~es". Incidently, attendance at these meetings was approved 
2 
for a credit with the American Academy of General Practice, so that was an 
additional motivation for some doctors to attend. 
Thus, the Public Health Ser-vice achieved the objecti-ve of physician 
education ~n heart disease. The primar.y advantage of this program was that 
the technical level of etiologic and therapeutic knowledge of the medical 
community' was substantially impro:ved, and therefore, the le-vel of medical 
service received by cardiac patients was considerably improved. A 
corollar.y advantage of the physician education program, from the public 
relations point of view, was that it helped to facilitate 1:he acceptance of 
the pilot study in the public health aspects of heart disease by the local 
medical profession. The ~ublic Health Ser-vice must be giwn credit for 
attaini:ng the goal of showing "that the public health aspects of heart 
disease can be dealt with and that public health services can aid p~sicians 
3 
in their management of heart problelllS in i:he communi tyn • 
Selection of site~ Another aspect of the heart screening program 
which Wa.s successful from a public relations point of view was the thorough 
procedure employed in the selection of site for this experimental study. 
!.Lewis c. Robbins, Evaluation of the Newton Reartr.Demonstration 
Program, P• 14 August 26, 1960 
2
• ~i:~~3~~:it~~gie~~~~:~ ~~~t~9!-g~(e~~o~;a~,Pi~fiiam, New 
3. Ibid 
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l 
As described in the Historical Background~ it was decided that tb.e community 
to be chosen should have the best possible health department headed up by a 
well informed and progressive health officer because here would be the oente 
for the project's de-velopment. Also8 ihe oom:rnun~ty agencies had to be acti ~ 
in view of the fact that they would ha~ to share the responsibility for 
building the program to fit the needs of tb.e particular community.. Since 
the application of the objeoti~s would necessitate the mobilization of the 
resources of the community$ the ser'Vice aimed to acquire a oomprehensi~ 
picture of the community life in all the cities ~ioh we~ being considered 
for the experiment. Every aspect of 'tme oomposi tion of the papulation was 
analyzed. 
After establishing the aforementioned criteria and definition of 
2 
purpose, the Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Health assigned two 
authorities to select the cities in Massachusetts which might possibly 
ha-ve the desired features. The local health officers of se-ven cities were 
~sited. During these 'Visits~ information was obtained on the local health 
officer, public health services, economics, population characteristics, 
medical faoilities8 hospitals8 available social services and community re-
3 
SDurces. In addition8 basic information was obtained concerning these seven 
1 .. Vide supra p.ll 
2. Vide supra p.9 and 11 
3. A Report on the Selection of the Site for the Development of a 
Cardiovascular HYgiene Demonstration Program, pp 12 - 14, Boston, 
Mass. February 3, 1948 
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cities from state and federal reference sources. The divisions and bureaus 
of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health were -very useful in ·· ·' 
granting much of this information. 
Many excellent facilities were found in each oit,y. Since all the 
most desirable features cannot be combined in one locality. the co.mmunit,y 
chosen was the one which most nearly combined the desirable features • 
.After studying th.e Jt.eport on the Selection of the Site tor the 
De-velopment 0'£ -a .. OardiOva.$cular Hyg.ie}le Demonstration Program. one becomes 
cozrvinced that the best city wa.s chose,~ •. and thatrno pcli tical pressures or 
subjective motives were involved in the selection. 
Objecti 'V'es communicated. The United States Public Health Serv.toe 
objecti-ves tor ini'biatillg a heart screening program were well defined and 
were~ therefore, easily communicated to the professional groups of the 
community~ i.e. 6 the Newton Medical Olub, the Health Department. the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital. The Service was concerned with finding public health 
methods of combatting heart disease; the objectives were based on the belief 
that heart disease constitutes a publ'tc health problem. Many renowned 
1 
cardiologists and public health authorities share this theory. Mortality 
statistics show that deaths tram cardrac diseases exceed those from a~ 
2 
other cause. Since heart disease stands at the top of' the list of causes 
3 
of death, the study proposed to find~ to: 
l.P.D.White Heart Disease, Third edition p.249, Maamillan Oo. 1944 N.Y. 
2. I.M.MOriyama, and Gover, Statistical studies of heart diease Public · 
Health Report 63~ 537-545, 1948 
3. A Report on the Selection of Site p 4 
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1. Further reduce the morbidity of heart disease. 
2. Conserve cardiac function 
3. Delay the onset of cardiac disease until after the productive years. 
In sponsoring tile experiment8 the ser'Vioe aimed to shaw how a 
oommunit.y would solve its own problems of controlling heart disease ~en 
gi 'Vall the means to develop practical solutions. Some of the new develop-
ments in heart disease control may require public health participation to 
assure wide application. These facts and attitudes were successfully 
communicated to the professional groups in Newton. 
Comnuni ty council invited 12. assume leadership. A fine sense of 
community relations was demonstrated when the United States Public Health 
Service invited the Newton Communi~ Council to present the screening pro-
gram to fue public. The Council is the best channel of communication to 
the general public because it represents all public and private health and 
welfare agencies in the city, and therefor has a profound knowledge of 
community relations. 
A clear indication of the position of the Newton Community Council 
in relation to the public is found in Article 11 of the By-Laws 'Which states 
ttThe purpose of the Counoil.shallbe tocPJ'I!mlOte the general welfare of 
Newton by providing: l, a meeting ground for cooperation in social planning 
and united action on tbeprt of al~ public and private health and welfare 
agencies a~ all other such groups. organizations. and ~ndividuals who are 
interested in the ~lfare of Newton, and 2, a sounding board of public 
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opinion in order that united action might be taken to improve both ~luntary 
1 
~ ana tax-supported services". 
'• 
Furthermore• Article IX, Section 1 of the By-Laws stateu "The 
Council shall, at all times, hold itself in readiness to.serve in an 
ad-visory capacity to any agency or public department engaged in health and 
. 2 
welfare work which makes requests for such service.tt 
The Newton Community Council is a most vigorous public service 
organization, and.since its function is to promote the general welfare of 
Newton# it indicated a great interest in the community-based heart soreeni~ 
project. 
Securing the early cooperation of this local agency and its leaders 
was one of the important early steps taken to assure the acceptance of the 
program, an~ to develop a proper relationship between the professional and 
the lay groups. 
WEAKNESSES 
To a public relations-mmnded person, it is evident that failures 
and shortcomings did exist in the heart soreebi~ program in spite of 
3 
strengths and in spite of the rather extensive grass roots work. A 
thorougbJ.investit;ation into all aspects of the administrative, operational 
and eduoa'liiona.l procedures reveal the following weaknesses to which some 
failures may be attributed. 
l.Newton Community Council, Team Work, P• 3 Newton Trade School Press 
Th.ir'lieenth .Annual :Repor'li £or the year ending April 27, 1950 
2. Ibid, 1951-1952 p.lO 
3. Vide infra p.28 
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Lac~ of table of organization. In sharp contrast to the excellent 
table of organization which defines the areas of responsibility from Wash-
ington to the Massachusetts level~ there was not a similar organizational 
chart to define the relationships be~een the participating professional 
:and volunteer groups. In other words., the horizontal leadership on the 
community level which was to function within specific fields of interest 
was not outlined either ~ the United States Public Health Service or the 
Newton Health Department~ nor even more surprisingly., by the Newton Commun = 
. 
-ity Council. Actually, a table of organization evolved qy trial and error 
over a long period of time. 
Lack of time table. ':;Similarly~ there was_ no initial schedule sug-
gesting a time table to guide the spacing of procedures. For example~ the 
Newton Medical Club worked on the medical aspects of the heart screening 
;program for eighteen months before the Cummunity Council was approached to 
participate (December, 1949). Then, in the spring of 1950, the Council 
officially voted to accept leadership. It was not until the following fall 
that the Heart Screening Committee of the Council started to organize the 
first village for screening. Thus, a period of approximately two and a 
half years was used to enlist the working cooperation of the major groups 
before screening actually started. In other words., this is about half of 
the five year period alloted for the entire Heart Demonstration. It would 
seem that this much time spent on the orientation stage is out of propor-
~ tion to the amount of time spent on the screening phase. 
1. Appendix C 
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Inadequate number screened. Originally, it was planned to screen 
all those adults over 18 years of age in Newton who were not under the care 
of a physician. There are approximately 60,000 citizens in this group and 
it was believed that two-thirds, or 40,000 persons would volunteer to be 
1 
screened. The rapid and efficient procedure used for screening would per-
mit examining about 12,000 persons during a year, so' the original aim o:f 
about 60,000 was not unreasonable. However~ so much time was used to in-
traduce the experiment to the Medical Club and to the Community Council, 
to attempt to gain acceptance and to allocate responsibility that there was 
time to screen only seven out of :fourteen villages in Newton. 
In order to make heart screening a public health procedure in New-
ton, a much larger segment of the population should have been examined. 
The larger the number o:f screenees, the less expensive is the per capita 
cost and the more justified is the expenditure of money and effort. From a 
public relations point o£ view, a government project shoul~-tr.y to justifY 
itself by showing how economical, efficient and effective fue particular 
program is. This is especially true in a communit.y like Newton Where the 
enlightened and vocal citizenry is always conscious o£ haw the tax dollar 
is spent. 
On the basis of observed experience in campaigns of public service 
nature, in some measure comparable to the heart screening program in Newton, 
the results D:tust be evaluated a$ d.!~appointi.ng when compared with the poten-2. ·•,1 
~ tialities. 
1. ~wis c. Robbins Evaluation o:f the Newton Heart Demonstration 
Program, p 37; August 25, 1950 
2. See page 42 
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A study of the numerical results of heart screening in the seven villages 
indicates two major areas of failures from a public health point of·vi~~-
i. The number of people Who volunteered for screening as compared 
7~th the number who were eligible was disappointing. A total of 
3.739 persons were screened out of a total of 19,350 estimated 
3 
eligibles in the seven villages. (This estimate includes all 
people 18 years or over; it does not eliminate the ineligibles 
who are under care for heart disease or those who had a physical 
4 
~amination within six months). 
2. The number of positive oases who did not follow up ~ a visit to 
their own doctor for further examination and disgpads was rather 
high. Statistics are not yet available on the number, but an es-
timate ~ the au~orities places it at about four percent. 
Lack of public relations program. The lack of an adequate public 
relations program with tp:e use of sufficient expert publicity through the 
various media available unquestionably accounts for the failure of.the 
public to respond proportionately to the importance of the campaign. Publi 
2. A study was made of the following United States Public Health 
programs: The Michigan X-Ray Survey. 1949; The Montgomery County 
Chest Roentgenographic Survey~ January to March, 1948; the Mass 
X-Ray Survey in Mishawaka, Indiana, 1947; the Multi-Test Clinic of 
Richmond, Virginia, 1950; Report on the Boston. Mass. Health Pro-
tection Clinic, June 28, 1950; A Multiphasic Screening Survey in 
San Jose, California, 1949; Mountin, Joseph W. MUltiple Screening 
and Specialized Programs. Public Health Reports. October 20, 195 
1359-1368; Nine-Test Clinics. Pathfinder. Sept.6, 1950,. p.28-30. 
3. Sullivan, Daniel, .Aspects of community screening, 1952 Washington 
D.C. 
4. See appendix D. For statistical analysis of Village screening. 
See also appendix E for statistical analysis of Newton Corner 
i la e screenin • 
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relations was practiced to some degree in the heart screening program, but 
it was not identified as a distinct and important factor in its overall de-
~ velopment. -Due to this absence of a clearly defined public relations pro-
gram, the area of public education was one of the greatest weaknesses of the 
program. 
It is thought that the application of public relations principles 
would have eliminated the following weaknesses which were manifested as far 
as communication with the public was concerned~ 
No definition of' United States public health service. Even after 
the Heart Demonstration Program had been in Newton for four and a half years 
the local people seemed to have a vague impression of what the United States 
Public Health Service was and what it already had done in the community. 
1 
A random sample of 25 people were selected to answer the question, "Do you 
kncrwwhat the United States Public Health Service does in your co~unity?". 
Four resp~ndents said that the Service does not have anything to d·o on a 
community level; one person observed that it was part of the Marine Corps 
connected with the Marine Hospital in Brighton, Mass; eight persons said tha 
the Service makes regulations pertaining to epidemic disease control; five 
said that the,y never thought about that particular government agena.1 (there 
are so many), one man mentioned that the Service always stands ready to help 
the local health board, but he thought th6,1 never did anything in Newton 
because "we can handle all the problems ourselves"; two respondents said tha 
the Service is interested in health problems nlike venereal disease and 
1. This sample was selected on the basis of chasing one out of ever.y 
twelve adult&' who came out of a very large super market in 
Newtonville Square. 
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tuberculosis"; one lady remarked that the Service is very active in time 
of war in aiding the Armed Services Medical program; four persons mentioned 
the Newton Heart Screening Program as having a connection with the United 
States Public Health Service, though not one of these people were able to 
describe the exact relationship. 
While these. opinions do not prove any conclusive attitudes, they do 
indicate that a large number of local ·people were completely ignorant, mis-
informed or only partiaihly enlightened about the United States Public 
Health Agency and what it does and can do in a community. Fro.m this lack 
of understanding, it would seem that the Heart Demonstration Program 
should have strengthened the educational area to define the Public Health 
Service to the public at the very beginning of the program. 
Poor education on health. The Newton public was not educated ad-
equately in the area of liealth at the very onset of the program. The socia 
and economic aspects of health and the ~ndividuals responsibility was not 
stressed. Public understanding of health lagged.behind scientific know-
ledge and practice. "A primary purpose of public health education is to 
close the wide gap between scientific knowledge and the application of this 
1 
knowledge to daily life." The aim of a public health education program 
·, 
in Newton should have been to bridge this gap and to promote sound health 
practices. The enlistment of community forces for this purpose requires a 
public relations consciousness in order that these ideas be communicated 
effectively to all groups. 
· 1. Ira v. Hiscock Ways to Community Health Education, P• 1 
Humphrey Milford. Oxford University Press, London 1939. 
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Inadequate education 2f. public$ Along with general health education, 
specific infO~tion about heart disease needed to be explained to the public 
at large. There was a failure to set up a~ intensive and sustained 
educational program addressed to the total population before screening 
started. . This should have been maintained until the last village was 
screened. Actually, there was only sporadic educational publici~ on health 
and heart disease, usuaily just preceding the screening in each village. 
The failure to create a greater degree of understanding and response 
on the part of the public can also be attributed to the superficial method 
which was used to distribute information about the program. The publici~ 
and use of media were not handled by one official group but were informally 
arranged by various people serving in different capacities. For example, 
there were radio inter-views on a Wal th.am station which were prepared by the 
Public Infor.mation Department of the City o£ Newton. Newspaper releases 
were sent in at -various times by the Healfu Educator, the Community Council, 
the local.village chairman, the publicity chairmen of other villages and by 
the Newton Health Department. This lack of a coordinated effort by one 
authorized publicity department does not make for good relations with the 
press •. Also it caused a great deal of repetition in the releases as well 
as spasmodic press notices instead of a continuous £low of information and 
new'S. 
Unprofessional ~ of media. It is interesting to note that the 
1
• United States Public Heal-th Service has not yet prepared any of the routine 
' 
appr~aches to.ma.ss media, such as press books, standard radio releases, 
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posters~ art work and mats for local papers. It would have been ad~ntageQus 
to have a complete supply of professionally prepared syndicate material; i.e. 
material which can be used anywhere ~th local adaptation. This lack of 
professional material was ~nifest in the quality of the publici~ materials 
~ioh ~re dull• unimaginative and certainly unpr~vocative. A typical news-
pa~er release had one short paragraph announcing that heart screening was 
about to take place in the village followed by several paragraphs listing 
l 
names of several volunteers. While this listing is of great local ~lue~ 
some interesting material could have been incorporated in every release to 
stimulate interest in the general public. 
Newton has three newspapers Which are published weekly. ~ile it is 
difficult to estimate the total circulation and its distribution~ experience 
with other promotions has indicated that the coverage is not great enough to 
reach the majori~ of Newton's citizens. Most people in Newton read the 
Bosto~ papers regularly and the Newton papers ocoassionally. Therefore• 
other media Should have been used extensively to communicate the educational 
material to the public. 
Inadequate info~ation~ local physicians. Not only was the 
general public inadequately educated. but a specific public made up on the 
looal doctors indicated a laok of information in a vital area. In a random 
2 
survey of twen~-eight doctors. the question 11 Do you have a~ suggestions 
1. Appendix F 
2. Vide supr~ ~ 17 
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for changing or improving the heart screening program?tt was aSked. Sewnteen 
physicians t'refaced their answers with such st.atements as ui am not familiar 
with the actual screening. but -- -- --", or, 11Don't know much about screen-
ing -- -- .... n. These interviews took place after screening in Newton was 
completed, so the doctors knew of the program for at least two years; some 
had maDy contacts withnpatients referred from the program and yet did not 
actually know what the screening procedure i:nvol ved. · 'he educational weak-
ness in this area is obvious. 
Recruiti;qg of volunteer workers.. Criticism must be levelled at the 
manner in which the volunteer workers were recruited. 
. . 
To begin with, recruiting the key workers by telephone is a feeble 
technique. Whenever possible, it is advisable to arrange a personal visit 
with top le-vel volunteer workers. During this visit, the Community Council 
representative can fully explain the objectives of the program and the job 
which the key worker is requested to perform• The task should never be 
lllinimized~ Such tempting statements as "it won't take much time". and 11your 
committee will do most of the workn Should not be used as a selling point. 
On the contrary, it is more effective to make the key worker realize that 
this is a very important program and that she has been selected to assume 
leadership oecause of her ability and experience. It is ideal to use this 
honest and direct approach in recruiting workers at all levels in order to 
avoid the surprise and disappointment resulting from an inadequate job 
~ definition. 
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~ organization~meetings. The proceedure used at the briefing 
meetings was so ineffioient that three to five meetings were required to 
organize these non-professional workers. Th.e following calendar indicates 
how slowly this procedure -went: 
Village Heart Disease Screening Calendar 
(Note~ This is not an actual schedule of any one 'Village, but .shows 
the general sequence of events in most of them - ihe timing 
would vary acoordiDg to size and readiness of the village) 
Aetivity 
Heart Committee of Community Council meets to decide ~i 
'Village to approach next and how to approach it. 
1- 20 Heart Committee seeks about fifteen leaders in the vill 
interprets program to thelDil and asks them to take part in 
a planning meeting. 
21 Village leaders meet and~ 
1. Decide to take respo~sibility for planning the 
screening program 
2. Decide on geogr~phical boundaries 
3. Decide on method of stimulating public participation 
(all but one village conducted house-to.khouse 
can~sses; all villages did a limited amount of 
publicity) 
4. Set tentative date~ and hours for scr~ining 
5. Discuss possible screening centers 
6. Discuss other leaders Who should be asked to help 
plan and carr.y out .the program . 
7 • Select temporary chairman 
s. Divide responsibility for:::. 
a. Expanding the village screening committee 
b. Obtaining suitable facilities for a screening 
22 43 
44 
45 - 51 
52 
53 - 62 
63 - 64 
65 - 78 
79 - 88 
89 - lOi 
c. Recruiting. training.·and guidi~ volunteers for 
canw.ssing ~ helping at the screening center 
d. Setting up and administering a system for 
coordinating appointments 
e. Publicizing the program 
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The 8oreeni:ng Committee expands itself. recruits wlunteees. 
obtains suitable facilities. obtains voting lists and maps. 
prepares fact sheet for publicity, prepares news releas~ on 
planning me·eting 
Screen~ Committee meets and: 
1. Reports on progress 
2. Decides on time and place of sereening 
3 • . Selects per.manent chairman 
4. Divides streets for canvassing 
s. Discusses coordination of appointments 
6. Makes preliminary plans for training workers 
screening committee members set up ~stem for coordinating 
appointments, prepare forms for making appointments, continu 
reo~ting -volunteers·, prepa;re news'· release on meeting 
Screening Committee meets to discuss appointment s.ystem and 
to complete plans for training volunteers 
Screening Committee.members explain screening and the 
appointment system to canvassers (individually or in groups) 
continue to recruit volunteers to help at the screening 
center; prepare news releases on house-to=house canvass. 
Screening of committee members and volunteers 
Canvassing 
Coordination of appointments 
Screening of public 
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Such a tedious procedure does not help to build up pleasant relation-
ships amo:cg the volunteers. In some instances, a few volunteers who were 
enthusiastic about helping on the projeot in the beginning, quietly resigned 
stating confidently that the indoctrination and planning was developing so 
slow~, they did not want to gi~ that much time, especially since it 
seemed a waste. 
~e PH~lic Health Educator and the Public Health Doctor were present 
at all these meetings. It wa.s their intention to guide but not to dictate 
any.polioy. Each group of volunteers was to evolve its own plans for con-
ducting the recrui til:Jg and training of its workers, the canvassing, the 
allocation of names and addresses, the appointment sheets and the publicity. 
This took ~ree to five meetings, each lasting several hours. 
A more efficient procedure and one which would allow for'damocratic 
participation in policy making would have included a suggested methodology 
!Worked out by' the Health Educe. tor with the aid of the Community Council's 
steering committee. Each 17illage chairman and key workers could consider 
the suggestions and adopt the ideas which best suited the local needs. A 
poor sense of public relations was indicated b,y allowing s9 ma~ tedious· 
meetings to occur for the organization.and briefing of.the volunteers. 
. The training of the canvassers Who conducted the door-to-door 
soliciting was unsystematic. Si:qce this is the group Which had direct 
contact with the public, .a thorough indoctrination Should have been used to 
teach the can-vasser how to approach the prospective examinee, how to explain 
the program and how to answer the variety ofmquestions. Canvassers were 
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invited to be screened be6ore the program·started in their village. but a 
sizable number did not respond. Perhaps a little more effort ey the 
administrationwould have motivated these·eanvassers to go through the 
screening even if the.y were under a doctor's care. 
Voting lists inadequate. The coverage of each village would have 
been more complete if the voting lists were not used as guide~. .Such lists 
are never accurate due to the fact that many people are not registered 
voters, families move away and new residents are not listed. Complete 
coverage can be ~ttained only by a house-to-house canvass. The April first 
Police Listing, required by Ma.ssachusetts La~, would produce a more up to 
date and useful list. This.could have been cross. checked Wfuth~h~ very 
recent information listed at the office of the Newton Communi~ Chest. 
~e referral and notification system used in th~ program allowed 
a two to three week wai:t[ing period before the. examinee was notified of the 
results. It is possible th~t this long period created anxie~ in some 
people and apathy in others. From a. clerical point of view, it was expensive 
and created a large amount of bookkeeping. 
Sample Screening in Indust;y !he idea of having a trial ~un of the 
1 
procedure before applying tt to the entire community was sound. However, in 
view of the fact that it Was done with such specialized groups of people. one 
must question the validity of the results as far as participation was 
concerned. The success of' the technique and the cost of the procedUre could 
~ be measured quite accurately. but the conclusions on the high percentage 
1. Vide infra. pp, 21 - 23 
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1 
of people who volunteered for screening are not convincing~ One must conside~ 
the following factsl the convenience of having screening take place in the 
factory or office where the people were employed, that the entire group wa.s 
informed about the procedure at one t~e, that people enjoyed the recess 
involved in lea-ving the job for about tw~nty minutes, that the spirit of 
volm::rteering is O?ntagious in a group who are working together. These 
factors contribute enormously to the high percentage of volunteers and are 
quite unrealistic when one applies them to the general population. 
A true test soreening.should have been carried out in a selected 
neighborhood of one ofcthe smaller villages where the circumstances are 
similar to the other areas which were to be screened in the future in order 
to estimate patient volume. It is likely that the experience gained from 
such a preliminary test would be more valid than under the aforementioned 
circumsiiances• 
1. Exact statistics not available bu-b it is estimated tha~ approximate!~ 
75% of all th6 employees who were eligible did volunteer to be 
. screened. See Appendix G for chart on institutional Screening 
CHAPTER V 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE PROGRAM 
Suggested table·o£ organizatio~. I£ the U~ited States Public Health 
Service had presented· a suggested table of organization to the Newton Health 
Board in the initial stage o£ planning the Heart Damonstraction Program, 
it would have created a basis with which the authorities could ~ork to get 
cooperatio~ from other agencies. Such a chart would help to eliminate 
duplication of aotivit.y, areas o£ void, blocked communicatio~s and confused 
di v.i.sio~ of labor and authorit.y. 
A workable chart o£ the communi-ty organization might be on the order 
o£ the following diagram1. 
\ 
. 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS CHART 
United States Public Health·~· 
Service 
Massachusetts iepar~ent 
of Public Health 
I 
f Newton Health Officer) 
I 
1 
J 
U.S.Publio Health Officer 
U.S.Public Health Educator 
t U.S.Public Health D~otors i 
J I 
f Ir-on C-unity Council I f ' Newton Medical Profession 
I ·.All-Newton Committee on I Newton-WellesleK: Hospital - Heart Program Newton Medical l ub I 
Steering Committee I 
' 
... f Public education l f Allied Health Agencies I Publicity I I 1· Speakers' Bureau t District Nursing Association Special event~ i J Schools t I Nutl!i tion Center Det1tal Society f I Red Cross I I Tuberculosis &Health Association Department of Public Welfare 
' I Y. lL c. A J I 
f Chairman I · Key Workers . 
"Village) Vil.LageiVillagelYillageiYillage Vi.Llag$ ·vi.Ll&.ge 
l ) 2 3 4 ! 5 6 7 
I l , · · I J , . 
I 
' 
. 
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This table of organization should be flexible; it should indicate 
what obligations and responsibilittes~·were expected from each group. These 
groups could then consider whether they wanted to accept any, all or part 
of these suggestions, and then proceed to define precisely what they intende 1 
to do •• Thus, the impetus of a proposed plan of organization from the United 
States Public Health Service to the local groups might ha~ gi~n a. sense 
of direction, a tentati~ definition and a suggested division of authority. 
fuis would have saved months of' effort which the local agencies required to 
evolve their own table of organizations. Such a proposed chart from 
Washington would. still be in the democratic framework since it merely makes 
suggestions, not demands. This would have been of inestimable value in 
integrating the responsibilities and. in developing a two way communication 
between all the vmrki:ng groups. 
Proposed~ table. The use of sound public relations judgment 
would also suggest that a proposed timetable bs introduced by the United 
States Public Health Service after the table of organization was proposed. 
On the one hand, the allocation of authority and responsibility would be 
clarified, while on the other, a reasonable effort to perform functions 
wi'f:hin a certain period of time could have been attempted. Enough flexibili. 
should be allowed to penni t changes in timing as the needs arise. Ex:perienc 
has taught that individuals and groups work more efficiently when some form 
of time limitation is suggested. 
e The work of the medical groups and the Community Council took so 
much time that 'the public education did not start until two and a half 
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years after the United States Public Health Service came to Newton. A 
suggested ttme schedule and calendar could have stimulated these cooperating 
' . 
agencies to make their plans and decisions sooner. Both these organizations 
meet monthly and tieir sub-committees have :frequent meetings in between the 
general meetings, so there was ample opportunity to get the project in 
definite for.m mn a period of possibly a year'if they had been motiv.ated in 
that direction. 
Preliminary survey It is felt that. the application of sound public 
relation principles in the heart screening program would have created a more 
enlightened and responsive public which would have increased the success 
of the pilot study. llie experiment failed to achieve its full potential 
co:ntributioxt because it was xtot properly integrated with the:;lpublio. 
The successful conduct of even· a minimum program depends upon the 
identification of the problems i:n~lved. No ixttellige:nt action can be 
taken without knowledge of present condi tiona. An inventory of existing 
knowledge of heart disease and of currextt health :needs was therefore 
:necessary. 
A preliminary survey should ha-ve beext made by the U:ni ted ·states 
Public Health Service to determine the level of public kn~ledge and opinion 
about heart disease and public health. This informatio:nwould be in~luable 
to help shape up the kind of local emphasis which was nee.ded, and would 
. .. 
pro'Vide guideposts pointing the way to a co:nstructi ve program. -For example, 
~ such a surve,y would have revealed that the public knew little about the 
United States Public Health Service. Therefore, one of the first steps in 
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planning a sound health program should have been to define the Service and 
its role in the community, in order ·to create an understanding of public 
health issues in the general welfare of a communit,ra 
The effectiveness of the surv6.Y should have been measured by samplin~ 
after the screening was carried out in one village to focus attention upon 
existing strengths and weaknesses. 
The Community Council would have been a fine agency to help in such 
a preliminary survey because of its profound k!lowledge of the oommuni t.r• 
Program Plan. ·Joseph w. Mountin, an eminent physician in the field 
-- . . 
of Public Health, defines program planning in the following statement, "Pro-
gram planning involves the mobilization of resources and facilities to the 
best possible effect so that problems are solved. It seems to me that the 
last part of that statement is the most important. To talk about planning 
without relatitlg it to the problems to be met is not only unrealistic, it 
1 
is sterile." 
The public as well as the administration must understand the objec-
tives to be reached,: the problems to be solved and the methods to be used 
if active participation is expected. 
Apathy, ignorance, and resistance are the obstacles in the way of 
effective program planning and execution unless publio enlightenment is 
aohieved before the program is launched. It is necessary to build up under-
standing in the Whole population in order to stimulate individuals to work 
1. Joseph W. Mountin, M.D. The Need for Sound Program Planning~ p.320 
Public Health Reports, April 1952. Volume 67, Number 4. Published 
qy the Federal Security Agenoy, Washington, D.C. 
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for the promotion of their own and the oommunit.y's health. Ber,rle Roberts 
points out that,"Health information is of value only as it is transmuted 
l 
into good health behavior ~ttitudes.u Securing this cooperation and inter-
est can be achieved best by education at the onset of the program. 
If a very intensive educational campaign had been conducted for some 
time before screening had started in Newton it is ~ore than likely that 
results would have been a stronger, more vigorous program. 
It is important also to have a sustained oity-wide educational cam-
paign during screening so that interest will be maintained and extended. As 
it was,. some people were prone to think that they did their duty by volun-
teering for screening. They should have been stimulated to follow through 
for a visit to the doctor if the screening showed that they needed further 
examination, to discuss screening with friends, families and neighbors, to 
develop enough of a heart screening consciousness to go to. the doctor for 
rout~ne checkups thereafter. Thus, each citizen should be a participating 
partner in screening if the community leaders desire to break through the 
shell of apathy. 
Unquestionably, the Community Council of Newton was the best agency 
to sponsor the public education program because of its relationship with 
nearly eighty agencies. its organizational facilities, its staff service and 
its influence. The Council exists to help the community solve its awn 
1. Patterson, Raymond s. and Roberts, Beryl J., Community Health 
Education in Action., P• 648 The C.V. Mosly Co., St. Louis, 1951 
problems. It knows where the leadership is; it knows the techniques o£ 
handling local people on a volunteer basis; it is familiar with the atti-
tudes of groups a.nd indi vidua.ls; it is aware of the most adaptable commun-
ity relations techniques to apply in various situations. Therefore$ it is 
'" l 
in a strong position to secure public support. 
Of course, the local Health Department and the Eublio Health Service 
must maintain the major responsibilit,r and must be relied upon for technical 
guidance and assistance. Too often, however, a health program is looked 
upon as solely the responsibility of the Health Department a.nd the doctors, 
and their activities are discounted by the public as the product of a 
biased enthusiasm. ~ere is a great advantage in enlisti:hgt·the support of 
the Communit.y Council which is composed of both la.y a.nd professional members, 
not merely to stand behind and assist the official a.gen~ in rendering a. 
service to the city, but to take a. major responsibility in the development 
and completion of an important service needed by the city. 
The criticism leveled at the Community Council is based on the 
inadequacy of the educational program it conducted for the Heart Screening 
project. It lacked a.n overall plan a.nd ha.d no particular direction. At 
the beginning, the Council should have been charged with the sole responsi= 
bility for conducting a continuous public educational program. Had this 
been well defined, there would not have been the haphazard, unsystematic 
1. Appendix H. (p. a· of ~ Work) 
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attempt on the part of several groups to add a little publioit.y here and 
there. 
Subcommittees of the Council composed of representatives from allied 
health and welfare agencies should have been appointed to assume special 
responsibilities in such a broad program. For example, one committee 
oould be in charge of public information, another.responsible for media, 
one to organize a speakers bureau. another group to reoruit and train vol-
unteer workers, a committee on health education and a group to be a promo-
tion committee which could develop publicity material and help to schedule 
the ~ereening in the villages. 
Health Education and Publici]y. Health conservation is not a pro-
gram which can be imposed upon the oi tizens of the community. Its desir-
ability must be carried forward with them and by them. Community health 
soon resolves itself into individual health, and this means that the citizen 
must have an understanding that compliance with and participation in the 
health program is asked, not for its own sake, but for.the health, happiness 
and efficiency of the individual himself. Adequate provisions for public 
health means a public appreciation of it~ value, and a willingness to see 
funds spent for the creation of that value. 
The basic elements and the principal media for an educational pro-
motion are here suggested: 
Newspapers will usually accept constructive and well-written health 
material. The news and editorial columns, feature articles and cartoons 
lend themselves to such material. During a campaign like the Heart Screen-
ing program, retail advertisers might be willing to carry a small 11box11 
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presenting a special message. 
House organs of community organizations, industries, clubs and 
agencies offer a media for reaching special audiences. 
~e local radio offers facilities for spot announcements, plays, 
round tables, forums, speeches and hook-ups for health meetings and events. 
The Federal Communications Commdssion dictates that radio time should be 
given for ffpublic interest, convenience and necessity". Radio broadcasters 
Who wish to comply with the public interest provision of the Communications 
Act should provide at least one non-commercial, sustaining fifteen minute 
period in the evening (when people are at home) to the vital problem of 
heart disease and what Newton is doing about it. The Boston stations might 
be interested in giving same radio time under these circumstances. 
Theatres will occasionally carry a short trailer or a special film. 
Such films should be prepared by the United States Public Health Service. 
A Speakerts Bureau which will send out well-informed volunteer 
workers to speak to community organizations, women's clubs, service and 
church groups and industrial workers. Their talks should be couched in 
layman's language. It would be an asset to have 8 or 16 mm. films or a 
35 mm. film strip for a visual presentation of some aspect of Heart problems 
and therapy. 
Folders, pamphlets, stuffers and other printed material oan be pre-
pared locally for group distribution or for house-to-house give-aways. The 
Boy and-Girl Scout groups will be cooperative, in all probability. The in-
sertion of such materials in the bills of public utilities, department 
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stores and local shops, groceries, drug stores, bank statements. etc.. are 
usually effective. 
Display literature should be placed on bank counters, railroad 
stations, post office, gas and electric company and all the traffic spots 
in general. These are effective for a special campaign if used for a brief 
period. 
Tne public librar,y oan utilize its display facilities for posters 
and special exhibits on heart screening. 
A f6W luncheons with speakers who are ttnames" in the field of Car-
diology. the Mayor and other prominent people will help to gain cooperation 
and interest. The press would use publicity pictures from such newsworthy 
civic events. 
Schools are an avenue to the home. Children accept new ideas read-
ily and influence parents. An eminent example of this is the child-directed 
advertising c~paigns on radio and television which are not so much for the 
child's pleasure as to influence the. parents. The school is a social agency 
which has trained educator~and the heart screening progr~ should use this 
force to support the objectives of the program. Schools act as recipients 
of many health department services and therefore can be a medium to carr.r 
this part of the program to an important segment of the population. 
Info~ation about the Heart.Demonstration Program could be channeled 
through a Fair which might be prepared by the High School science classes 
under the guidance of the Public Health Educator. Such a device would aim 
to make the public aware of the heart disease problem through materials 
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~esigned to demonstrate the value of early diagnosis and careful treatment. 
It could present the problems visually with exhibits# displays on phar.ma~ 
~euticals, dietetics, social service aids, books and pamphlets. Motion pic-
tures on various aspects of the disease could be shown at intervals during 
the day and in the evening. A film might point out that even in the absence 
of cure for heart disease, therapy can prolong life, increase efficiency, 
!Protect earning power, minimize disabili·ty and adds to the joy of living. 
This optimistic approach is very necessar,r to help diminish oardiao neurosis 
and can be successfully presented visually. 
Because a Fair is a rather social event, it can set a mood which 
might help to eliminate the fear of heart disease and to overcome resistance 
and apat~. It can arouse intelligent concern; it can help to build an in-
.Pormed public. All this.;might stimulate a greater volunteer response to 
screening. 
A few more devices and avenues of approach are: 
A proclamation Qy the Mayor for the opening program. This might be 
!done in a ceremony at City· Hall to which the public is invited; name a 
~eart Screening Day; the publication of interviews with prominent citizens 
!Physicians, social workers, educators; miniature tttent cardstt on restaurant 
tables and soda fountain counters; a health contest between schools. 
Education is a cumulative experience. Therefore, the aforementioned 
~evices must be used continuously. Caution must be used to schedule the 
~edia at appropriate times. 
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Training~ Canvassers. There is a definite need to strengthen the 
home canvassing phase of the project ~ improving the training of the vol-
unteer canvassers. Personal solicitation is a major for.m of publicity in 
the screening program, so effort should be made to give these workers unifor.o 
indoctrination. Bravelas points out that role playing is one of the best 
1 
for.ms of communication for training workers. The acting out ·or "explaining 
by doi:ng11 of the interview situation ··sfntculates the actual experience. 1he 
roles of the subject and the iflterviewer should be played out by the volun-
tears so as to visualize for the group the t'rightu and "wrong" approach to I 
use. Simply presenting the directions suffers as a technique because it is I 
confined to "talking about" rather. than 11 doing11 • 'lhe mock interview is a 
good way to draw attention to some of"the problems of soliciting. 
All workers should go through screening in advance of public screen-
ing. This first hand experience will enable them to an6Wer detailed ques-
tions about the procedure in an authoritative manner. A simple instruction 
manual for the canvassers would be a practical aid. 
Canvassers should be instructed to stress that people who had had a 
recent check-up by a doctor should not sign up for an appointment. There 
were a large number of Newton people in this oategor.y who came because of 
curiosity, a desire to check on their own physician or because of a sense 
of civic participation. Screening these people may be regarded as a waste 
of time and. money. 
1. Bravelas,A. Role Playing in Management Training, p~ 183-191 
·volume 1, No. 2, June 1947 
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Of course, the intensive preliminary public education program would 
make the canvassers' job easier since each one will not have to take the tim 
to define the program and its services to each person who is solicited. 
T.his will automatically help to establish rapport, eliminate suspicion and 
increase cooperation. Before village canvassing starts, a colorful flyer 
could be left on the door knob of each house to announce that screening will 
take place in the near future and that a neighbor will stop by to make an 
appointment. These might be distributed by the Boy Scout troups who are 
generally available for a community-wide project. 
Ideally, a check on the progress of the pilot heart screen study should 
have been done periodically. There is always a need to evaluate progress 
constantly and critically in terms of problems and objectiyes, the. opera-
tional efficien?y and in terms of effect upon the public, lest there develop 
a tendency to repeat err~rs and inadequacies. This is a guide to self-im-
provement. Had this been done in Newton, it seems likely that many of the 
, 
weaknesses and failures which have been described would have been pointed 
up in the early stages of the program. It would have been possible to apply 
corrective measures during the experiment and, thereby, increase the success 
of the experiment. 
CHAPTER 171 
SURVEY OF NEWTON PHYSICIANS 
As previously noted$ o~e of the principal groups involved in the 
Newton Heart Demonstration Program was the local practicing physician. Be-
cause of their importance, the attitudes of physicians should be considered 
carefully by communities and health leaders who are tr.ying to deter.mine 
whether or not to organize a heart s~reening program of this type. 
Before the screening study was made known to the public, interest 
and cooperation of the N6Wton physician was obtained. This cooperation may 
or may not have reflected the attitude of the physicians about the program 
as it later operated. Al~ough there may have been agreements about the 
general purpose of the screening proposal, there may have been differences 
among the doctors as to the methods used in operating it. In this evaluatioJ., 
thelrefore, an attempt was .made to determine the attitudes of a representativ~ 
sample of physicians and to e-valuate the degree of acceptance of the program 
by conducting a survey* 
The names o£ physicians were obtained from the mailing list of the 
Newton Postgraduate Institute. These were selected on the basis of the num-
ber of referred patients each doctor had from the screening. The intention 
was to interview a sample of thirty doctors, ten who had no referrals, ten 
whc• had a medium number (7 - 15) and ten who had a large number of referrals 
(16 - 43). Due to the fact that two doctors in the sample were not avail-
able and that substitutes in the same category were unavailable$ the final 
sample consisted of twen~ eight doctors. 
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The first contact was made by telephone and an office appointment 
with the doctor was requested after the purpose of the interview and the 
objective of the research had been explained. 
Physicians were informed that they were part of a selected sample 
and that no one except the interviewer would know Which doctors had given 
any opinions. It was found that interviews were obtained most easily When 
the physicians learned that the investigation was not connected with the 
Heart.Demonstration Progr~. Ooly one doctor articulated great hostili~ 
to the project and refused to grant an interview. 
The interview was a non-structured, open-end type, starting with the 
broad and general question and developing into the specific question 
(inverted pyramid). The five questions were designed for free responses. 
Thi~r interviewwas pretested in several preliminar.y interviews with doctors 
who did not fall into the sample. No notes were taken during the interview 
in order to increase the likelihood of unselfconsoioua an~era. 
T.he questions asked were: 
1. What do you think of the heart screening program? 
2. What would your opinion be if the present delayed referral sys-
tem were changed to an immediate referral? 
3. Do you think that the patients benefit from soreen~ng? 
4. Do you have any suggestions for improving or changing the 
program? 
5. Would you like to see the program continue in Newton? 
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The angwers were as follows: 
Opinion of program 
Favorable 22 
Unfavorable 4 
Doubtful 2 
Change ~ ~ediate referral 
Favorable 24 
Unfavorable 3 
Doubtful 1 
Benefit ~ patients 
Affirmative 21 
Negative 5 
Doubtful 2 
Improvement auggastion 
None -- "unfamiliar with soreeningtt 18 
New techniques (EKG machine and x-ray) 5 
More participation of doctors 5 
Program continued 
Affirmative 20 
Negative 3 
Doubtful 5 
Summa~ ~ Surveye Most local physicians were favorably disposed 
t~Lrd the screening programJ· twenty-two having expressed opinions of approv-
al. Four seemed to have unfavorable opinions and two were in doubt and felt 
that they oould not express an opinion at that time. Unfavorable opinions 
were expressed in suoh comments asJ "I think it's a waste of the tax-payers' 
money"~ or8 nr don't think that heart disease is a publio health problem ---
·e it :is a personal health problem" a and6 "screening isn't very useful because 
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medical science hasn't advanced far enough to do much about cardiaos even 
:when the doctor knows of the existence of the diseaseu. 
The doubtful ones made such statements as~ "I won't co.mmit ~self 
until I read all the statistics on the cost of the programu. Another ob-
served that he would with-hold judgement until a complete evaluation was 
available for him to study. Three other doctors mentioned that they were 
concerned with the expense involved. 
Twent.1-four respondents were enthusiastic about immediate referral. 
~en this question was put to the doctor~ the interviewer found it neoessar.y 
to review the present referral set-up and then describe in detail how the 
immediate referral would work. The immediate referral would be a procedure 
~hich would allcrw the examinee to know if he were negative or positive at 
the 1dme of screening. The Public Health doctors stated that this is techni-
cally· possible. The patient would be greeted by a well trained medical 
sooia.l worker after he had been examined. She would telL the sereenee that 
he we.s negative but that he should remember to go for a check-up in a year. 
There• would be no need to make out a~ records on the negative oases because 
he has been notified on the spot. (The negatives are~ afterall, the large 
majority of oases). The positives would be told in very carefully framed 
language that there may be some indication of a condition and that he should 
see his own doctor for an examination and diagnosis. The referring doctor 
woulcl be notified of the positive and would be prepared to see him~ or not8 
according to his own wish. 
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The twen~-four physicians who favored immediate referral said, in 
essence, that "this system would be muoh more efficient and economical be-
oause1 it would elimi:oate the enormous amount of book-keepi:ng which is necoes 
si ta't;ed by oarryi:og the load of :oegati ve cases o:o records and the mail no ti-
l 
fioatio:oe" ~:. - - "the waiting of two to three weeks for notification can 
causE~ a great deal of anxiety in some people" ---•- "it is a trauma to re-
oeiv(~ a positive report by mail.. Such information should be told to a pa-
I 
tien~~, not written to him" ----- "the face-to-face contact with the positive 
will moti-vate them to follow up with a visit to the doctor" ----- ttpatients 
want to know the results or they would not have gone to be screened in the 
firs·t place" ----- "most patients would rather be told something than be 
writ·ten to11 ----- "waiting causes cardiac neurosis'' ----- "the present sys-
tem allows for indifference and procrastination as far as following up is 
concerned" ----- "will out dawn administrative expense and red-tape" -----
••put the positive patient on the spot at the spot to motivate him to call· 
his doctor the next day" ----- "positive follow-up will be improved 90% if 
the patient knows the finding right after he is screened --- the average pa-
tient will go right to the phone to call the doctor while it is fresh in his 
minde" 
Of the four physicians who did not favor or who were in doubt about 
immediate referral, one frankly stated that he was biased in favor of the 
present set-up because he helped to plan the system. Another observed that 
1. Appendix I (copy of negative report) 
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he did not think it wa.s better or worse than the present arrangement. 'Jhe 
other two doctors thought that the patient would be psychologically dis-
turbed by being told to see his doctor rather than being written·this inf'or-
mation. Both of' these liked the economical aspects of' immediate referral. 
The physicians' enthusiastic endorsement of' the immediate ~ef'erral 
s,ystem in the heart scree~ing progr~ should be of' special interest to any 
future program of a similar nature. Face-to-f'aoe contact with the examinee 
1 
seems to offer the best condition to inform him of the screening results. 
It protects the patient from the shock and unpleasantness of receiving such 
information by mail. Had this method of referral been in effect in the 
Newton projeot, it is likely that ma:oy more positive cases would have been 
motivated to see their physicians for further examination, diagnosis and 
treatment. The administrative econo.m,r which would result from immediate 
referral is a most important improvement and can do much to increase fue 
publio's favor. 
MO$t of the doctors thought that the patients benefited from the 
program. However, criteria of benefit were not discussed, so the statement 
must be taken as merely an overall impression. 
As a concrete measure of' acceptance of the program by the local 
physician, it was felt that the answers to the question regarding contin-
uance of the program would be especially revealing. Twenty one expressed 
the feeling that they would like to see it continue; three said that they 
1. Lazarsf'eld, Paul F. Berelson, Bernard, Gaudet, Hazel, The People's 
Choice, PP• xiii and xiv. Columbia university Press, 1948. 
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~ere against the continuation; five who were doubtful would not commit them• 
~elves until the final evaluation is available for study~ 
In answer to the question~ "Do you have any suggestion for changes or 
~provements in the program1"8 the majority prefaced their remarks with 
statements as 8 "Well,. I am not_ very familiar with the actual screening, but 
-------"and "I don't know much about screening. ---.. ·-·"• One doctor said 
~at he did.not th~nk that they should continue using the electrocardiograph 
pechnio. The interviewer gently informed this doctor that the EKG machine 
mas not used in the Newton screening. ·Thereupon, this doctor admitted tb.at 
1e never did know "what went on at screening", but had assumed that the EKG 
~nd x-ray were used. Interestingly enough~ this doctor.who had so much.mis-
nformation was one who had almost the largest number of soreenees referred. 
Another doctor mentioned that he and several medical friends had 
~greed on the fact that they all felt like outsiders in this project and 
that the committee from the Medical Club did not necessarily represent them. 
[e suggested that all the practicing physicians in a village be_ put on an 
advisory committee for that area. 
The large number of "not familiar with screeningtt answers certainl:y-
indicates that the doctors did not have an adequate working knowledge of the 
screening procedure. Because of this hazy conception of screening~ a con-
siderable strengthening of the educational program is necessary in that area. 
~is might have been achieved if the administration had invited the local 
village doctors to be screened before the public in each village. Thus, the 
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doctor would have the first hand experience. Also, the village doctors 
should have the opportunity to be part of the program by being invited to be 
on a local advisor,y co.mmittee. Both of these acts would be n~orthy ma-
terial for interesting press releases. 
The survey of the doctors pointed up that a common deno.minator of 
the information collected can eventually b~ a set of guiding principles for 1 
heart screening program in ano~her community. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONs 
t T.he successful maintenance of a public health heart screening pro-ram~ depends upon a clear identification of the local health problems and se planning in the use of local facilities to meet these problems in the 
~rder of their fmportance. To this end, the activities of both the official 
~d non-official agencies identified in any way with public health must be 
~ffectively and harmoniously coordinated. Public understanding of the liabil 
~ties of heart disease and preventive possibilities is basic to the support 
of such a ~ublic health problem. 
Eve~ community has a wealth of resources; the greatest one is its 
~eople. A health program, such as the Reart Screening Demonstration, using 
sound public relations techniques, can set free the powers and abilities la-
~ent in these people; it can arouse attention and maintain interest which 
~11 lead to action. This can be accomplished qy mass education eombined 
~ th the proper dynamic devices for motivation. · People will support a pro-
gram which they understand and which is meeting their needs. The real test 
is not haw much information is distributed, but the extent to which behavior 
is influenced. ~e statistics on the Newton Heart Demonstration Prog~ 
indicate that behavior was not influenced to its fullest potentialities. 
This study was designed to examine the need for public relations in 
the Newton pilot program, to determine the degree to which this need was met 
and to make recommendations which might increase the success of a similar 
program. 
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The procedures proposed take into account the special nature of 
·~ oommunit,y relations work. It is recognized that this is a young field and 
that an organized body of knowledge pertaining to it is just beginning to 
be accumulated. ~e framework suggested therefore• allows for some freedom 
of action to encourage independent experience in eaoh community whioh may 
sponsor suah a project. 
It would be unrealistic to assume that any predetermine~ uniform 
standard might be applied to other community heart screening program because 
there is no ttaverage oammunity". Each has its own problems which must be 
solved from a local viewpoint. Any program recommended must be tailored to 
local needs. However, the recommendations and disciplines suggested herein 
could serve as a guide post in a similar program. A health administrator 
might separate the basic principles from the operative details and select 
the ideas which are transferable to, or which may be modified to meet, the 
problems of a particular community. 
It is hoped that this stuqy and evaluation will help towards further• 
ing the public relations ideology and its application to future community 
programs in public health. 
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APPEBD!X A 
Amlual Report ot the llewtoD ComnUDi ty CouoU 194:9-1950. On page 2 1a 
a statement ot the purpose ot the Council as stated ill Artiole II or the 
By•Lawa. 
·I ,,\14" 
1949~'1950 
-----~---------======~-~--~-=-=-~~~~--=--==~= 
I 
II 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
Sample of a pamphlet which the Massachusetts Heart Association gave to 
the Newton Heart Demonstration Program for free distribution. 
The questions you ask 
the answers you should know 
about your heart. 
Table of Organization of the 
Federal Security Agency 
Public Health Service 
J Immediate Office of the f 1 Surgeon General t 
Deputy Surgeon General I 
'1 Executive Officer for Program f 
Executive Officer for Administration j 
i3 
Professional Officers AdvisorylJ· f 1' Natio~l Advisory Bodies I ' 
to the Surge~n General : and Co?ferences 
l . ' f f t Internal Advisory Groups 1 
1 • .and S~ecial Staff 
' ()j'fiae .; surge., ,General:! i I Bureau of llle!ioal Serv.loesj 
, J , Chief t 
I i ~ 
I 
Commissioned Officers,~ fJ : f Associate Chief J 
Finance J r Administrative Management 
Iute:rnationa.l Health l f Dental Resources l Me.:g~g'ement Services J 1 l Foreign Quarantine 
Personnel · f r f Hospital Faoilities l 
Publ i~;'Heal th methods J f Medical Resources l 
suppi:lf·' ·• . . l I Nursing Resources 
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APPENDIX D 
Statistical analysis of the populationwhichwas screened in 
seven villages of Newton, from Noven1ber 6, 1950 to March 8, 1962 
"- COMMUNITY SCREENING 
.nates Villages Estimated Number Pei-cent 
Eligible Pop.l Screened Screened 
11/6/50 - 11/10/50 O'ak Hill Park ' 900 365# 41://= 
llft.3/50 ... 11/17/50 OakRill District 1 .. 5oo 90#= 6# 
1%;1/50 - ~12/50 Lower Falls 560 167 30 
2 5/51 - 2/'9 51 Upper Falls 1,900 . 456 24 
3/28/51 ... 5 10/51 Auburndale 48 500 702 16 
7/16/51 - 7/~%51 Nonantum 4,600 1,008 22 
2/25/52 ... 3/8 52 Newton Corner 5,400 951 18 
Totals 19,350 3, 739 
1. This estimate includes all people 18 years of age and o~r; it does 
not eliminate the ineligibles Who are under care for heart disease or 
those who had had a physical examination within six months 
I Corrected for residence 
·~ 
AGE 
RESPONDED 
!NOT RESPONDED 
~ :ruuiD TOTAL 
TOTAL NOS. OF PERSONS lmO DID OR DID NOT VOLUNTEER 
TO HAVE HEART DISEASE SCREENING 
This statistical studywas done in the Newton 
Corner area, the last village to be screened 
,-.. 
-~ 
Ward 1 - Precinct 1 
Ward 1 - Precinct 2 
Ward 1 - Precinct 2 
MALES FEMALES 
18-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 60-59 60-69 10'" 18-19 20":"29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70S. 
3 5 35 74 84 61 32 13 I>"' 11 61 116 139 91 54 22 
-
399 398 386 390 299 214 
-
374 418 452 441 399 402 
5 434 472 470 451 331 221 11 435 534 591 538 453 424 
~TAL 
{'I) II 
804 
4572 
5376 
I 
~ 
t<J 
(X) 
C11 
APPENDIX F 
Typical news release which was used in 'the linton Heart 
Demonstration Program. 
From the Newton Villager, June 28, 1951 
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APPENDIX G 
Statistical analysis of the industrial soreeniDg which took 
place in Newton from July 25,. 1949 to March 2, 1951 
RESPONSE TO SCREENING 
IN INSTITUTIONS 
Dates Places Estimated Number 
Eligible Pop.1 Screened 
/25/49 - 8/5/49 City Hall 200 127 ~2%49- 11/30/49 Rose-Derry Co. 345 143 
8 50 ... 3/1%50 School Department 700 492 
/15/50 - 6/8 5o Raytheon Corporation ~00 ?J)59 
/25/50 - 9/29/50 Police, Fire, Street 
Depts. 'l 475 
/19/51 - 2/21/51 Sherman Corporation 400 311 
/.2%51 _ x28/51 Gamewell Co. 300 203 
/1 51 - 3 2/51 Stowe-Woodward Co. 225 190 
Totals 1 3,980 
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Percent 
Screened 
64 
41 
70 
82 
? 
78 
68 
84 
? 
1. This estimate includes all people 18 years of age and over; it 
does not eliminate the ineligible Who are under oare for heart disease or 
those who had had a physical examination within six months. 
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APPENDIX H 
Fifteenth Annual Report for the year ending April 22, 1952 
of the Newton Communi~ Council. 
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1951-1952 
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APPENDIX I 
CoPf ot negati~ report whioh was sent to Newton 
soreenees. 
9/50 
Reut D.lo•tratioza Propaa 
B.toza U..lth Depart.ct 
llewtoza CeDter. 69. Jlaaa. 
You were reootly eon .... b;y the BntoD Heart 
DemoDatratioD Pr~. 10 auapioioza ot heart 
diaeue •• toUD4 ~the teat• employed. 
Bnleat 11. •rria. II.D. 
Direotor ot Pablle llea1 th 
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